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Now in the world the leading countries have already achieved the postindustrial level of economy, and Ukraine is still struggling with crisis of an industrial economy. Therefore, our country should search for its own way to economic sustainability. The surest one is innovational direction.
Innovations are a certain novice in engineer, technology, work organization or management spheres, based on science research and best practice exploiting. The new or advanced product sold in the market, or new technological process used practically results innovational activity. Innovations are led in all spheres of activities: organization, commercial, production, and primarily environmental.
In fact, innovations are one of some economic directions that bring high benefits with the minimum of investments: country prestige is growing, state budget recieves additional sums from the introduced projects, the employment level is higher, environment friendly productions succeed. The most illustrative example of the benefits from innovations is a technopark. The west technopark model implements science development funding and marketing.
Today there are four technoparks really operating in Ukraine. They are conducting about 64 innovational projects. In the recent two years technoparks produced innovations for over grn. 292,8 billion, including products of grn. 102,9 billion for export. But, unfortunatly technoparks today are the only working mechanism of the state innovational policy realization.
World leading countries spend over GDP’s 3 % for science needs, half of their enterprises are conducting new production, using novice technologies and scientific advances. So their product assortment is renewed biennially, and Ukrainian enterprise products – in five years or even more. Besides, domestic innovation products, processes and technologies are not in line with the latest demands, that’s why they can’t compete at the global market.
Today, in fact, Ukraine has disappeared from researching and innovational world map. It has only 0,1 % of the total world trade of sciense products. Inward market situation is a little bit better, but bisnesses prefer buying the technologies being used and tested already.
Despite the legislative problems in innovational regulation and stimulation, some Ukrainian enterpreneurs realize benefits that can be received from innovations. 902 enterprises of Ukraine were carrying out innovations in 2004, they have sold their products for over grn. 6,6 billion. The major activity direction for the most of innovative businesses was technologically new or advanced products creation and introduction. In 2004 new and advanced process creating and introducing have been expanded (process innovations). 350 enterprises worked in this innovation activity direction. Almost every second new technological process introduced by them was resource-saving or less-wasting sources process.
For improvement of enterprises economic activity we need to carry out some stimulating measures for their innovational activity:
a)	increase efficiency of the state regulating policy in the business development;
b)	provide business-incubators and the innovational centres with the state support;
c)	promote investment attraction into small business development by stimulating their activity in the information/communication technologies;
d)	deepen scientific and methodical maintenance of small business.
Ukraine has significant research and technology potential. Therefore we can’t allow the economic situation and insufficient poor legislation to stop its further development.


